












Highly durable in cold climates. Air drying 
system tested in extreme weather 

conditions, 
from -22°F to +158°F.

System computer continuously monitors 
vehicle height on each axle.

As more passengers enter the 
vehicle the system adjusts the ride 

automatically.

Aerodynamically lowers the vehicle at 
highway speed for improved Ride 
performance and fuel efficiency.

Enables fuel saving of up to 5 % and 
Highway Mileage of 

up to 18 mpg.

Kneeling system can be calibrated 
& remotely diagnosed using 

Bluetooth/WIFI from a 
remote location. 100% duty cycle electric compressor

IP67 Certified. 
Fully protected against dust and
water immersion of up to 3 Feet.

Rapid lifting and lowering of bus, 
automatically recovers the 

vehicle height at a speed of 5 
mph with no required driver 

interaction.

Dust 

Protected

FRONTRUNNERTM ELECTRONIC CONTROLLED AIR SUSPENSION SYSTEM (ECAS) WITH OptiRideTM



Plug Door provides wind 

noise and rattle free ride.

Plug Door provides superior 

water tight seal.

LED lit- touch button 

for easy door opening 

from the outside.

Best in class clear opening of 

41.5” for faster passenger 

boarding.

Obstruction detection during 

closing automatically reverses 

door for passenger safety.

Speed obstruction detection 

and safety stop for 

pedestrian safety.

for performance and 

safety.

FRONTRUNNERTM FULLY ELECTRIC, DUAL LEAF, PLUG-RAPID SLIDING DOOR



The X-low chassis is built with high yield
strength steel of 101,500 PSI compared to
traditional steel of 32,000 PSI.

Certified by Meritor Wabco
The Computerized calibration of suspension airbags 

provides unmatched comfort and reliability.

FRONTRUNNERTM CHASSIS EXCLUSIVE FEATURES 

All steel parts are coated with microZINQ (Equivalent to ISO 1461) for superior 
rust proofing and long term durability.

In Technical collaboration with Coxx mobile systems, New 
England Wheels has developed a proprietary  low floor 

bus chassis on the Promaster platform for the U.S. 
market.

Patented Lightweight 
bus technology

Proud recipient of 

http://www2.ssab.com/Global/DOMEX/Datasheets/en/403_Domex 700 W.pdf?epslanguage=ja


1:6 slope 
ratio.

Exceeds ADA 
requirement 

of 1:4.

Flat bus floor at entry 
ensures safe and 
easy boarding.

Gas spring 
assist 
provides 
low effort 
for opening 
and closing 
the ramp.

Built with high strength Aluminum
extrusions, anodized for heavy 

duty commercial use. Rated 
at 600lbs weight 

capacity.

Triangular indentations provide 
excellent slip resistance.  
Holes in the ramp allow 

moisture to drain.

FRONTRUNNERTM GAS ASSIST – LIGHT WEIGHT MANUAL WHEEL CHAIR RAMP

All mechanical parts 
provide long term 

durability & maintenance 
free operation.



FEATURES FRONTRUNNER ™ COMPETITION

Step-in height after kneeling 9.75” 11.3”

Wheel chair Ramp Ratio 1:6 1:5

Interior Height at center aisle 87.84” 83.8”

Clear door opening with handles 41.3” 35”

Clear door height 76.25” 75.4”

Window Size and Visibility Large Small 

High strength steel chassis of 105,000 PSI STANDARD N/A

Hot dip galvanized chassis STANDARD N/A

Sidewall Structure FRP Composite Steel

Door Type Plug Sliding Folding

Composite floorboard panels STANDARD N/A

Pressure activated sensitive edge on door STANDARD N/A

Lowest point between axles 7.5” 6”

Ground Clearance at center 9.25” 8”

Floor at Door Entry FLAT SLOPED

Interior floor surface FLAT SLOPED

High speed suspension aerodynamics STANDARD N/A

Tail light Assembly integrated into body    
style

STANDARD N/A

FRP-Composite light weight bumper STANDARD N/A

Roof Structure High Strength Aluminum Steel

FRONTRUNNER TM COMPARED TO COMPETITION




